Nathan Damigo is a Nazi

Damigo is a Senior at CSU Stanislaus and a Social Studies Major, He is Also the
Leader in One of the Fastest Growing White Supremacist Groups in the US
• Nathan Damigo spent several years in jail for pulling a gun on
a working-class cab driver because he was non-white.
• When Damigo was released from prison, he quickly rose up
the ranks of the white supremacist movement, and became the
leader of the Neo-Nazi National Youth Front (NYF), which was
the youth wing of the American Freedom Party (AFP). When
Damigo left NYF to form Identity Evropa, many of his fellow
Neo-Nazis joined him.
• The American Freedom Party is a Neo-Nazi group that was
founded by white power skinheads. It’s leader, William Johnson,
was once a delegate for the Trump campaign until his Neo-Nazi
ideology came to light and he was removed.
• Damigo and Identity Evropa are close to Richard Spencer
of the National Policy Institute (NPI), which preaches about
building an all-white fascist ethno-state in North America and
the need for “ethnic cleansing” of non-whites. Spencer models
his beliefs after the Confederacy and claims that all races of people are not equal, and that his political system will uphold these
racist values.
• Damigo attends the American Renaissance conference put
on by white supremacist Jared Taylor, who is a spokesperson for
the Council of Conservative Citizens, which grew out of the
White Citizens Councils of the South and acted as a “Downtown KKK.” The Council’s writings also helped influence white
supremacist serial murderer, Dylann Roof, who massacred African-American church goers. At this year’s conference that Nathan attended, one of the speakers, anti-immigrant blowhard
Peter Brimelow stated: “Next time there are illegal alien demonstrations, round them up and ship them out.”

• While Damigo is based at CSU Stanislaus and lives in Oakdale, he has worked to get Identity Evropa posters and stickers up
at campuses across California and the US. In Lindsborg, Kansas,
Identity Evropa members left hateful messages around the local
college campus reading, “Make Lindsborg White Again,” and
made threatening phone calls to the Dean of the College, who
has black children. Through Damigo, Identity Evropa’s network
of hate and racism has gone - and in a violent direction.
• At the core of Damigo’s worldview is the idea that there are extreme biological differences between men and women, Jews and
non-Jews, and whites and everyone else. He believes for instance,
that African-Americans and Latinos have lower IQs than whites
and are more pre-determined to crime. This false “scientific racism” is used to justify white supremacy and fascism. Damigo
stated:
“Ethnic and racial or religious diversity can actually wreak havoc
on a social system, and cause tons of problems. I do believe that there
are differences between human populations … [T]he distribution of
genes that affect behavior and intelligence are already known to not
be equally distributed between all populations.”
• Take action! Call Call Social Studies Department Chair Dr.
Kevin Jasek-Rysdahl: 209-667-3182. Damigo also attends classes in the Demergasso-Bava Hall - tell him how you feel! If you
see Identity Evropa posters and stickers, tear them down!

No Nazis in Turlock!
Smash Hate at Stan State!

